Making Operation Requests to Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS)

Operations requests invoke ECS to perform its various functions.

Before beginning to work with operations, you need a basic understanding of the operations available and how standard requests are constructed and submitted.

- Introduction and Overview of Operations
- Making REST Requests
- Making SOAP Requests
- Common Parameters

ECS allows you to retrieve product information from its catalog.

- Searching for Products
- Looking up Product Data

Other ECS operations allow you to build a shopping cart for users, retrieve customer information, and get seller information.

- Using the ECS Shopping Cart
- Looking up Customer Information
- Looking up Seller Information
- Getting Product Listings for zShops and Marketplace Sellers

Finally, several operations provide various other functions in ECS.

- Using the HELP Operation
- Combining Operations into a Single Request
- Searching for Restaurants
- Getting Transaction Data